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RYAN BAYLEY, OLYMPIC GAMES, TWO GOLD MEDALS 
Statement by Member for Girrawheen 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen - Parliamentary Secretary) [12.50 pm]:  We have had an exhilarating week of 
highs and lows with the Olympic Games in Athens, but I want to pay a special tribute to cyclist Ryan Bayley 
who has won two gold medals; the first in the men’s sprint, and the second last night in the keirin.  From a 
Western Australian perspective, this achievement is exceptional as the last Western Australian to win an 
individual Olympic gold medal was Lyn McClements in 1968.  

Ryan won his first gold medal at Athens in the men’s track sprint with an electrifying, come-from-behind victory 
over the current world champion.  In doing so, Ryan became the first ever Australian rider to claim an Olympic 
men’s sprint gold medal.  The closest Australia had previously come was silver for Gary Niewand at Barcelona 
in 1992.   
In the keirin event, Ryan dominated winning his first round race, his second round race and the final.  In the 
final, Ryan was sensational, surging around five other riders a lap and a half out from the finish line and 
powering away for the title with one of his characteristic, sensational finishing sprints.   

Ryan first came to prominence in 2000 when he was first in the world junior titles in Italy.  In 2001, he won the 
keirin event at the world championships in Belgium.  Since then, his formidable reputation has grown with his 
will to win and powerful acceleration becoming renowned.  In 2002, Ryan won gold medals in the 
Commonwealth Games for the individual and team sprints.   
Ryan’s parents, Wayne and Lola, live in Alexander Heights and will be extremely and rightly proud.  Ryan has 
publicly acknowledged the great encouragement and tremendous support he has always received from them.  
Like all elite athletes, Ryan’s extraordinary golden success is, in no small part, due to his commitment and hard 
work.  I know he will receive an enthusiastic and warm acknowledgment for that dedication upon his return, 
possibly in the customary way: Aussie! Aussie! Aussie! Oi! Oi! Oi!  
 


